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Contemporary performance 
from the UAE
Emirati writer Reem Almenhali and American 
director Joanna Settle collaborate to create a 
play that explores innocence, womanhood, and 
grief while reflecting on a body that stays while 
a world changes.

JAN UAE Premiere

ل الرح�ي



MILESTONES.
We are thrilled to continue our 
5th anniversary season with you. 
Performances, talks, and workshops 
by some of the finest artists of our 
time enrich the calendar. We are 
grateful to all the audiences and 
artists who have made The Arts Center 
their home to explore new artistic 
conversations. A place for risks and for 
discovery. A place to Come Curious, 
and Leave Inspired.
   
In the spirit of 2019’s Year of 
Tolerance, The Arts Center’s 2019-20 
season’s theme is Connection. We 
bring diverse people together through 
shared artistic experiences which 
celebrate our unique traditions as well 
as our common humanity. And we 
celebrate artists whose work bridges 
disciplines and traditions to create new 
and uniquely personal hybrids.  

Through electric programming 
and inventive opportunities for 
collaboration, The Arts Center fosters 
creativity and creates platforms to 
cultivate emerging artistic voices. Our 
deepening relationship with the local 
and global arts communities speaks to 
the role of NYU Abu Dhabi as a place 
that supports and develops innovative 
work by artists from the UAE and from 
around the world. In our first 5 years, 
we’ve commissioned 21 new pieces, 
many of which have toured the globe. 
This spring, we’re thrilled to present 

W
EL

C
O

M
E 5 commissioned or co-commissioned 

works, including 3 world premieres. 

We believe that the arts are for 
everyone, and that they create new 
ways of seeing and understanding 
the world. Visiting artists become 
deeply embedded in the University’s 
interdisciplinary academic mission, 
through performances, classroom 
visits, workshops, panel discussions, and 
informal interactions. More importantly, 
during their residencies, artists become 
part of our community of thinkers, 
makers and doers, and part of the 
growing history of the performing 
arts on Saadiyat Island. All of you who 
engage in The Arts Center’s events are 
essential to giving our work meaning.

The business community of the UAE has 
embraced our mission. We’re grateful 
to the lead sponsors, Mubadala, ADCB, 
and Swype, who have joined NYUAD to 
invest in the development of performing 
arts in the UAE. We are also appreciative 
of our sustainer sponsors and media 
partners for their ongoing support. 
Deep thanks. 
   
As we open the second half of this 
milestone season, we look forward to 
continuing our journey together.

BILL BRAGIN
Executive Artistic Director 



Al Raheel | Departure 

CREATIVE TEAM

Reem Almenhali 
Writer

Joanna Settle 
Director

Marsha Ginsberg 
Set Designer

Fatema Al Fardan 
Video Projection Designer

Simon Fraulo 
Lighting Designer

Sadaf Habib 
Stage Manager

Alexandra Ivanova 
Associate Producer

Linsey Bostwick 
Director of Artistic Planning 

CAST

Reem Almenhali
Maryam Al-Shehhi 
Maitah AlSuwaidi 
Sara Al Shehhi

--

FOR THIS PRODUCTION

Lily Zahwa Khamizan 
Assistant Stage Manager

Sameera Singh 
Assistant Stage Manager

--

SPECIAL THANKS TO 

Logan Settle Rishard,
the NYUAD Theater Program

The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi  
and Cultural Foundation present:

Created by Writer Reem Almenhali and Director Joanna Settle 
with the original cast Maryam Al-Shehhi, Maitha AlSuwaidi, Sara Al Shehhi



A Global Investor Mubadala is a global investment company  
that generates sustainable financial returns for 
Abu Dhabi.

We are a sovereign investor with an entrepreneurial 
mindset; we create value by leveraging our talent, 
our portfolio diversity, and our global presence  
and partnerships.

As a responsible investor, we inspire our businesses 
to make a positive and lasting impact on the 
communities where they operate. 

mubadala.com
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Notes from the Creators  Fathy

In the current climate where many 
believe that meanings get lost in 
translation, I find myself continually 
contemplating how bilingualism 
challenges this belief. While working 
on Al Raheel, I simultaneously translated 
Arabic and English poems. During that 
process I understood the Arabic poetry 
more after translating it into English, and 
the English poems more after I translated 
it into Arabic, which made me realize that 
there’s a grey area between the languages 
where meaning is most retained, not lost, 
at least for a bilingual. Therefore, the idea 
that delivering emotions and meanings in 
multiple languages does more justice to 
what they carry became an insight that 
drives this bilingual piece.

During the casting for Al Raheel, I met 
Emirati girls who showed profound 
interest in performing. What struck me 
the most was what they said about the 
description of this piece. A number of 
them told me they came to the cast 
because this piece resonated with them; 
growing as a young women in
this time, bilingualism, varying ideas about 
belongingness, those were themes that 

Reem Almenhali is a young Emirati writer attending New York University Abu Dhabi 
to receive a B.A in Theater and a B.A in Psychology. Her body of work includes poems, 
of which some were performed in public events such as Hekayah | The Story and Rooftop 
Rhythms, as well as play scripts, short stories, and prose. Reem is interested in writing 
about the idea of time being a place to belong to, using both, Arabic and English to 
create bilingual texts that explore how two languages can be a dual window to meaning.

REEM AL MENHALI  |  WRITER

REEM AL MENHALI’S BIOGRAPHY

spoke to the girls living in this country 
at this time. This helped me see how this 
piece can be a voice close to that of some 
of the girls of my generation.

Working with a cast of four promising 
Emirati young women makes me 
optimistic about the future of the theater 
in the UAE. Meeting them has shown me 
that in this country we have women with 
talents ready to perform when given the 
opportunity. Al Raheel is a chance for me 
and the other women to start working in 
performing arts. Meeting the women cast 
for this performance gave me a glimpse of 
hope I want to pass down to my audience; 
through this piece I aspire to make the 
viewers not only watch a show but also 
see local talents with ambition and the 
dedication to making art.

Moreover, working with an American 
director leads me to foresee a global 
future for the performance art we 
produce in the UAE. Al Raheel shows how 
collaborating with international artists 
can expand and revolutionize the ways we 
feature our culture in art.



Terms and Conditions apply. Issuance of credit card is at the sole discretion of ADCB.

* Credit Card issuance is subject to eligibility. Instant credit card can be used immediately 
   for online purchases. For more information, visit adcb.com/hayyak.

Download the ADCB Hayyak App today 
and receive up to 250,000 TouchPoints 
that you can instantly redeem for hotel stays, 
shopping and much more.

Introducing ADCB Hayyak. 
Simple, fast and convenient.

Open an account with ADCB and fund it instantly in less

time than it takes to finish your cup of coffee. Apply for a

credit card and get an instant approval decision* - make

an online purchase straightaway. 

Your debit card, cheque book and credit card 
will be delivered to you within 2 working days.

Hayyak

verb       

plural verb: hayyakom

An Arabic word used to welcome 

a person. Reflects the warmth and 

affection of Arab hospitality.

adcb.com/hayyak



After decades of work in the US, I moved 
to the UAE intending a profound shift in 
my creative practice. If the US theaters 
(who share the same basic format for 
content and production) were removed 
from my work process, what fresh ideas 
might come? No need for intermission, 
no union defined rehearsal format, and 
frankly no need to direct at all. What if 
I stopped? I wondered what I would want 
to make once the din and demands of the 
freelance world had quieted. It was in this 
frame of mind that I began to focus my 
research on performance and creative 
practices within a 5 hour flight of 
Abu Dhabi. I tuned in to the artists and 
places now near me, and intentionally 
released expectations to produce, to see 
what work might come....or not. 

Reem first shared some of the material 
in what is now Al Raheel | Departure while 
a student in my Directing class. Then an 
11-minute showing, she was working with 
three poems and two friends from high 
school. Months later, her writing and 
approach to making performance hadn’t 
left my imagination. We began to discuss 
how I might contribute to the work 
aesthetically, and how the piece might 
breathe and grow into a full-length event. 

JOANNA SETTLE  |  DIRECTOR

The course of our time together - building 
our google drive of resources, looking 
for a cast and beginning rehearsals – 
has for me been a mix of starting fresh 
and feeling sure. All stage productions 
proceed according to the logic of their 
makers, who are often guessing at the 
logic of their audience when making 
decisions for new work around the 
question “does this make sense?” 

In my work, events equal thoughts. 
Actions are ideas, proposals impactfully 
delivered for our collective consideration 
and transformation. The thought 
progression of Emirati women in their 
20’s is our grounding logic for how events 
unfold in Al Raheel | Departure. These 
thoughts and events are revealed or 
propelled by experienced contemporary 
culture makers stretching the field of 
knowledge through reimagined creative 
practice across broad international 
experience. It’s a vibrant time for all of 
us. I’m ever grateful to find myself in the 
company not only of the cast and creative 
team, but the bold producers and staff at 
The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi. We 
are all reaching toward this new work: 
urgently, and together.

Joanna Settle is an award winning theater and opera director based in Abu Dhabi, UAE. 
A native New Yorker, Settle attended Hampshire College and completed graduate 
studies at The Juilliard School. She spent her creatively formative years in the NYC 
downtown scene: 5 years with Mabou Mines, 3 years as resident artist at HERE Arts 
Center, co-founder of The Blueprint Series at Richard Foreman’s Ontological Hysteric 
and as an installation maker and spoken-word performer.  She has led two companies in 
the US: Division 13 Productions in Chicago (1997-2003 division13.org) and Shakespeare 
on the Sound in Connecticut (2008-2012.) Settle is the recipient of an NEA/TCG 
Director’s grant, has received commissions from Joe’s Pub, Berkeley Rep., The Public 
Theater, and Opera Philadelphia.

... continued on next page

JOANNA SETTLES BIOGRAPHY



Her work has been seen at PS122, MCA Chicago, MASSMoCA, The Public Theater, 
The Guthrie Theater, Arena Stage, The Wilma, The Kimmel Center, Opera Philadelphia, 
Joe’s Pub, Brooklyn’s American Can Factory and others. Recent productions include: 
Sky on Swings: a world premiere new opera about Alzheimer’s disease by Lembit Beecher 
and Hannah Moscovitch presented by Opera Philadelphia Sept 2018, world premiere 
of Noura by Heather Raffo presented by Shakespeare Theater of DC, The Arts center 
at NYU Abu Dhabi and Playwright’s Horizons NYC in February, May and December 
of 2018; and Lashed But Not Leashed: world premiere Cabaret from Martha Graham 
Cracker seen at The Kimmel Center, Joe’s Pub and The Guthrie Theater across 2018/19. 
Settle’s direction of the collaboratively developed Al Raheel / Departure is commissioned 
by The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi and the Abu Dhabi Department of Culture and 
Tourism. The work is a contemporary performance event in Arabic and English created 
with Emirati poet Reem Almenhali.

Cast Biographies

Maryam Al-Shehhi is a freshman planning to major in Political Science at New York 
University Abu Dhabi. She has been interested in reading and writing in Arabic language 
from a very young age. Maryam started discovering ways to express herself and she 
chose poetry at the age of 15 when she wrote:                            (are we moving on). 
Before taking part in Departure, she performed several traditional dances, cultural plays, 
and poetry competitions. She identifies herself as an expresser and finds herself through 
art, thus experimenting with theater helps her find herself and express her passion.

Maitha AlSuwaidi is an NYU Abu Dhabi student majoring in Political Science and 
minoring in Creative Writing. Maitha finds interest in diplomacy and soft power politics 
– primarily in the intersection between politics, art and culture. In politics, she interned 
in the UAE Embassy to the US in DC, and in the UAE’s Permanent Mission to the UN 
in New York. In the arts, Maitha is passionate about writing and performance. She is a 
columnist in Sail E Magazine, where she writes opinion articles. She is a spoken word 
poet, merging her passions of writing and performing. She also enjoys writing fiction. 
Maitha has performed in the RealAD show at NYUAD in 2018 and 2019, in Hekayah 2019 
at The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi, and at different spoken word venues like Rooftop 
Rhythms in Abu Dhabi and Bowery Poetry in New York. Additionally, she spoke at 
TEDx@NYUAD 2019 about Emirati women in sports.  

MARYAM AL-SHEHHI 

MAITHA ALSUWAIDI 
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Sara Al Shehhi is a 21 year old of Emirati-Filipino descent, born and raised in Abu Dhabi. 
She has always had a passion for the Arts and thanks to her mother who supported her 
to start singing from the age of three, she participated in numerous school talent shows 
and talent competitions. She also participated in theatres, such as Cats! The Musical, and 
Disney’s Camp Rock The Musical. Sara is completing her Bachelor’s degree in Psychology 
at Zayed University, and also works on music professionally, where she prepares her first 
EP. Sara plans on releasing her first single in late January. 

“I play the role of Sarah, who is myself. I am extremely excited to be a part of what I 
believe to be a first of its kind play, an all Emirati play by women, and for women.”

SARA AL SHEHHI

Creative Team

Fatema Al Fardan is a senior student at New York University Abu Dhabi majoring in 
Economics and Visual Arts. The subject of her main body of work is always a matter of 
her lived experiences. She uses photography, mixed media, and writing to convey topics 
about gender, family, and societal standards. You can find Fatema in her studio located in 
The Arts Center either consuming or making art.

Marsha Ginsberg is an Obie Award-winning scenic and costume designer who works 
in opera, and performance at theaters and museums in the U.S. and Europe. Recent 
opera designs include work with directors Christopher Alden, Ted Huffman, Lydia 
Steier, Jay Scheib, Ken Rus Schmoll, Roy Rallo on projects including the upcoming 
production of Benjamin Britten’s Midsummer Nights Dream, (Deutsche Oper Berlin); 
Bernstein’s Peter Pan (Bard Summerscape); L’Orfeo (Konzert Theater Bern); The Rakes 
Progress (Staatstheater Braunschweig); Powder Her Face (New York City Opera/
Brooklyn Academy of Music) etc. Her work in theater presented at following venues: 
Lincoln Center Theater, NYC; New York Theater Workshop; BAM Next Wave; ACT, 
San Francisco; Theatre de la Ville, Paris; Hans Otto Theater, Potsdam; Theater Rampe, 
Stuttgart; Meetfactory Prague, etc.  and performance work with David Levine at Mass 
MoCA; Luminato Festival; PS122; Williams Art Museum. 

Grants: NYSCA Mabou Mines; NYFA Architecture Fellowship; 
NEA/TCG Design Fellowship; Watermill Center; Macdowell Colony Residencies. 
Recipient of the Rome Prize where she will be in residence at the 
American Academy in Rome in 2020. Associate Arts Professor at NYU Abu Dhabi.

FATEMA AL FARDAN  |  VIDEO PROJECTION DESIGNER

MARSHA GINSBERG  |  SET DESIGNER
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Sadaf Habib is a senior at NYU Abu Dhabi double majoring in Literature and Theatre. 
Born in Pakistan and raised in the Middle East, Sadaf is interested in stage management, 
directing, and theater design. Her past experiences include: assistant directing Noura 
directed by Joanna Settle and presented at The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi; stage 
managing and assistant directing for the NYUAD Capstone Festival; assistant directing 
& assistant stage managing a workshop production with Ping Chong + Company in NYC; 
and co-directing a play for the Short + Sweet Festival in Abu Dhabi and Dubai.

SADAF HABIB  |  STAGE MANAGER

Alexandra Ivanova is a composer, pianist and researcher working on creating her own 
theatre piece. Inspired by her experiences living and working across seven countries 
in Europe and the Middle East, she aims to explore social norms across different 
cultures through interactive theatre. As a hyperpolyglot and graduate of the Paris 
Institute of Political Studies (Sciences Po Paris), Alexandra quit her UAE-based career 
in strategy and public service to connect people across cultures, religions and social 
backgrounds through her writing, research and music. When on the keys, Alexandra 
enjoys blending Balkan, Cuban and Oriental influences with jazz. She is one of 
The Arts Center at NYU Abu Dhabi Fellow at the 2017 Bang-On-A-Can residency and 
is mentored since 2017 by Lebanese-American pianist and award-winning composer 
Tarek Yamani. Her research on swing elements in Khaleeji rhythms has been featured 
on the international platform Afikra.

ALEXANDRA IVANOVA  |  ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
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Deepen your engagement. Develop your skills. Meet the artists. 
 
Off The Stage events break down the distance between the stage and 
the audience, bringing, artists and performing arts professionals closer 
to the community as they share creative insights, hands-on knowledge, 
professional skills, career advice, and personal experiences through 
workshops, masterclasses, Q&As, discussions, and meals. 
 
With the goal of making the arts accessible to everybody, the Off The Stage 
program extends partnerships with community groups, arts institutions, 
schools and universities, diplomatic missions, governmental entities, and 
non-governmental organizations. 

For upcoming events and to register your interest please visit the 
Off The Stage section at nyuad-artscenter.org.

“Inviting The Arts Center and 
visiting artists into my core 
course provided my students with 
creative and innovative ways of 
engaging with the class material. 
I never imagined that my teaching 
would engage so deeply with the 
performing arts.”

David Joseph Wrisley,
Associate Professor
of Digital Humanities
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Are you #AbuDhabiCurious?
Check out our new website to learn 
everything about Abu Dhabi.

@yallaaseeitallabudhabi

www.yallauae.ae



LINSEY BOSTWICK
Director of Artistic Planning

BILL BRAGIN
Executive Artistic Director

PHILIP BURGER
Technical Theater Specialist

CLAIRE CARROLL
Video Supervisor

LEILA DEBBAZI
Manager of Administration

TIECE EDWARDS
Front of House and
Box Office Manager

SIMON FRAULO
Lighting Supervisor

ESTELLE GALLOWAY
Assistant Audio Supervisor

LANA GOLIATH
Associate Producer

JENNIFER HIND
Technical Staff

NICO JAHNS
Technical Stage Manager

HARSHINI KARUNARATNE
Technical Staff
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CHRISTIAN LEAR
Director of Business Operations

ADAM MILLS
Assistant Lighting Manager

JONATHAN PETTIGREW
Technical Staff

LUCIA PIZZINATO
Customer Service Associate

CLIVE PRIMROSE
Director of Marketing

CHRIS PYE
Director of Production

GARETH ROBERTS
Assistant Rigging Manager

ROGER SCHEEPERS
Audio Supervisor

JOSIE SIMM
Technical Staff

SUBIN THOMPSON
Technical Staff

ALL OF THE FRONT OF 
HOUSE & BOX OFFICE STAFF 

INTERNS
Jude Al Qubaisi, Meera Al Mheiri, Eunsu Choi, Hayat Jan Chavez, 
Hubert Eric Garrish, Lily Zahwa Khamizan, Rayna Li, Tori Mondello, 
Quim Paredes, Anna Bernice delos Reyes, Julia Tymoshenko. 

SPECIAL THANKS
Mariët Westermann, Fabio Piano, Fatma Abdulla, 
Nada Messaikeh, Mona Louca, Lily Burns-Hernandez

Rita Aoun-Abdo, Ahmed Eissa Ali, Reem Fadda, 
Rim Emadeldin Kassem, Brian Lott, Holly Mace, 
Jessica Sederquist, Deepthi Unnikrishnan, and Public Affairs.
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Step up your game with the 
mobile line made for you. 
Always stay connected with the best packages for 
your social, browsing and streaming needs. Plus, 
enjoy free, nationwide WiFi and the hottest perks 
on entertainment, dining and fashion stores.

 Download swyp today and get your SIM delivered.



SPRING SEASON

24 & 25

6 - 15

31JAN JAN

MAR APR

FEB

AL RAHEEL |  
DEPARTURE

The Black Box
24 @ 8PM | 25 @ 2&8PM

CARTOGRAPHY 
KANEZA SCHAAL &  
CHRISTOPHER MYERS

The Black Box
Various Times

BARZAKH FESTIVAL 
AMMAR 808 + Bokante  
+ La Dame Blanche +  
Sofiane Saidi & Mazalda + 
NOON play Umm Kulthoun 
6PM

22
ELECTROFEST

The Black Box
Various Times

12 & 13 9 & 17
THE STORYVILLE  
MOSQUITO 
KID KOALA

The Red Theater
12 @ 8PM | 13 @ 4PM

SXIP SHIREY  
AND COCO KAROL

Various Venues
9 @ 8PM | 17 @ 4&6PM

FEB
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ROOFTOP RHYTHMS

The Marketplace

CINEMANA

Various Venues

MONTHLY
FRIDAYS

MONTHLY 
MONDAYS



#NYUADArtsCenter 
                 NYUADArtsCenter

www.nyuad-artscenter.org

nyuad.boxoffice@nyu.edu 
+971 2 628 4555

BECOME A MEMBER 
Help make The Arts Center one of Abu Dhabi’s 
leading performing arts institutions.

Join a vibrant community of artists and like-minded arts lovers, 
and experience all The Arts Center has to offer. 

Membership brings you a season pass to experience each 
production in the 2019-20 season plus exclusive early ticket 
bookings. In addition, you’ll get behind the scenes access and 
the chance to attend workshops, talks, and exclusive members’ 
events. Packages start at AED 750. 

Only a limited number of memberships are available.  
Don't miss out. 

COME CURIOUS. LEAVE INSPIRED.
Find out more at nyuad-artscenter.org 




